Congratulations to the history-making Class of 2020 - the future scientists, engineers, artists, teachers, medical and business professionals, may you continue to embody SEM’s ideals of character, intellectual independence, creativity, service, and leadership for life. You have been tested as few of the classes in our 169-year-history have. You are resilient, resourceful thinkers and we’re proud of you.

#OnceaSEMGirlAlwaysaSEMGirl #SEMClassof2020

Sara Mandi Alraziqi
Catherine Yaa Boatemaa Asiedu
Sara Katherine Barone
Julia Paige Beck
Rachel Ann Boeck
Georgia Anne Bontempo
Alyssa Marie Burrano
Alessandra Leigh Celotto
Zoe de Torres Curth
Petra Anelisa DeRose
Jenna Nasreen Dhafi
Olivia Christine Dixon
Emma Quinn Donovan
Eloïse Dorothy Fisher
Sophie Simons Fogel
Rosemarie Margaret Franjoine
Alexandra Louise Galbraith

Katherine Mary Gareis
Rae Lana Griffin-Lewitzky
Journey Gabrielle Hairston
Lillian Elizabeth Hamlett
Emma Jane Hammel
Kaying Huang
Magdalene Parker Ingalls
Lillian Emily Johnsen
Kendra Grace Johnson
Samantha Faith Kane
Magdalen Elizabeth McCulloch
Rachel Joy McDonnell
Mary Grace McHale
Georgia Jane Mitchell
Jessica Burkard Napier
Jillian Michael Nassivera
Ariana Maria Nieves
Jenna Ann Pantano
Fiona Rose Regan
Madison Rose Rettig
Anna Grace Schultz
Jacqueline Kate Stephenson
Zhe Su
Erin McCale Tesluk
Claire Maureen Vlachos
Nanxizi Wei
Sydni Lynn Winters
Aniá Denea Wright
Liheng Wu
Heming Xi
Minting Xu
Chuqi Zhang
Xihan Zhu